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Abstract: This paper proposes an evolutionary and sustainability perspective of the innovation
ecosystem. This study revisits the Panarchy model in order to generate new perspectives on the
innovation ecosystem. The Panarchy model describes the evolutionary nature of complex adaptive
systems relying on four phases, without, however, being deterministic: exploitation, conservation,
decline, and reorganization. When ecosystems face important shocks, adaptive mechanisms and
properties within the ecosystem lead the ecosystem to a new reorganization phase, which gives birth
to another exploitation phase. In this perspective, the innovation ecosystem allows the avoidance
of technology lock-ins and structural and organizational rigidity by providing mechanisms to
enhance both resilience and competitiveness. Innovation ecosystem sustainability relies on two
major dual forces: the exploitative function and the generative or autopoiesis function. Therefore,
evolutionary and sustainability perspectives remain the “natural home” for developing works
and models about the innovation ecosystem, and instrumental for policy-makers and practitioners
involved in innovation management.
Keywords: innovation ecosystem; sustainability; evolutionary economics; Panarchy; resilience;
adaptation; competitiveness

1. Introduction
During the past two decades, a great deal of interest in ecosystem research in management
and economic fields has developed [1–3]. A growing number of scientific studies have popularized
the concept of the innovation ecosystem as a new framework for academia, policy-makers, and
practitioners [4–6]. Thus, more and more policymakers and economic agents are resorting to the
innovation ecosystem framework, which highlights the role of open innovation, and actors’ collaboration
and co-evolution, as well as knowledge production and transfer.
An innovation ecosystem can be defined as a dynamic and adaptive system characterized by
complex (formal, informal, organic, or institutional) relationships between a set of heterogeneous
actors, performing distinct activities, playing different roles and having various motivations and
capabilities, which contribute to the development of innovation processes or technologies [7–9]. From
an evolutionary and ecological perspective, this notion remains strongly committed to the original
biological metaphor. Moore introduced the concept of the “business ecosystem” to develop the
thesis of firms’ coevolution in a strategic context, in opposition to blind competition [1]. Frosch and
Gallopoulos, on the other hand, developed the “industrial ecosystem” concept to advance the idea that
a strategic context with interdependencies between heterogeneous actors could make it possible to
develop innovative logics of circularity and environmentally friendly recycled products within the
manufactoring sector [10].
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The approach that developing innovation processes and competitive advantage relies on
a business-friendly environment with complex relationships between actors is not new. The Marshallian
hypothesis on “industrial districts” have already described the importance of geographic and relational
proximity characterized by complementarities and interdependences between a diversity of economic
actors regarding the competitiveness of a given territory [11]. Becattini, in the 1980s, expanded the
concept of Industrial districts to characterize Italian districts’ competitiveness [12]. Porter delved deeper
into this concept and popularized, in the 1990s, the cluster concept, which is defined as a concentration
of small, medium, or large firms, organizations, and institutions, which are in synergy in a particular
technological field within a geographic area [13]. At the same time, evolutionary economists have
developed the concept of the “innovation system” as incorporating the role of institutions in the
structuring (at different scales: sector, territorial, or topological) of this strategic and interactionist
environment favoring the development of innovation processes [14–17].
Given such an abundant theoretical corpus, many are critical of and skeptical about the potential
contribution of the innovation ecosystem concept. According to Oh et al., the added value this concept
generates is so low that its mobilization exposes the researcher much more to questionable scientific
rigor and invalid knowledge production. Its use can even lead to harmful and dangerous political
and strategic choices [18]. Faced with these criticisms, the ecosystem concept has become a more and
more contested concept, calling for more robust conceptual and theoretical foundations. In addition,
these criticisms highlight the need for concrete operationalization of this concept for policy-makers
and practitioners.
This article proposes an evolutionary and sustainability perspective of the innovation ecosystem in
order to offer an answer to the call for conceptual rigor to this concept. Moreover, this paper addresses the
main implications for performance measures and the sustainability conditions of innovation ecosystems.
This study uses an evolutionary and sustainability perspective of innovation ecosystems. We revisit
the adaptive cycle, known as “Panarchy”, developed by Gunderson and Holling [19]. The Panarchy
model was developed to describe the evolutionary nature of complex adaptive systems and their
sustainability. It has been applied mainly to natural ecosystems (forests, meadows, lakes, rivers, and
seas), socio-economic systems (territorial governance structures), as well as socio-ecological systems.
Because the ecosystem of innovation concept was originally an ecological metaphor, and since
many scholars use it as a complex adaptive system [20]), it seems relevant to know to what extent the
Panarchy model can be applied to the innovation ecosystem concept and how this can reveal specific
features of this concept.
The first part of this paper highlights the theoretical foundations and main approaches to
innovation ecosystems, as several bibliometric works have referenced them. The second part explains
our methodological framework. The third part tests the adaptive cycle main hypotheses on two
emblematic cases of innovation ecosystems. Finally, we discuss propositions arising from this analysis
to bring out the properties of innovation ecosystems and their implications in terms of performance,
sustainability, collective strategies, and public policies.
2. Innovation Ecosystems, Theoretical Foundations, and Main Approaches
A cross-analysis of two bibliometric works carried out on the innovation ecosystem concept in
economic and management fields allows us to identify five main theoretical corpora, with a major
influence on the development of the innovation ecosystem framework [5,6].
The first corpus is the Open Innovation framework [21,22]. From this viewpoint, the innovation
ecosystem is a system of complex relationships between various actors in the context of open innovation [23,24].
The second corpus is the Strategic Management field [25–27]. With that in mind, the ecosystem is
seen as a strategic context on which companies’ performances depend. It provides a framework that
fosters the emergence and development of innovations and technologies in order to improve value
creation and competitiveness [28,29].
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The third corpus is the Organization Studies field [30,31]. The innovation ecosystem is, therefore,
a collaborative organizational and institutional arrangement in which companies and other economic
players combine their knowledge, know-how, and methods consistently to foster the development of
innovation processes [8,32].
The fourth corpus is that of Evolutionary Economics [33]. From this perspective, the innovation
ecosystem is considered as a complex adaptive system, characterized by permanent interactions between
various actors, which allows the combination of top-down and bottom-up initiatives that contribute to
developing innovations. Actors’ coevolution and ecosystem dynamics are then critical.
The fifth corpus is the Industrial Ecology field (this has currently been identified by the bibliometric
work of Tsujimoto et al.) [5,10,34]. From this viewpoint, the concept used is the “industrial ecosystem”,
which is a much deeper analogy of the natural ecosystem. The main hypothesis relies on the
transformation of the industrial system through limiting the industrial impacts on environmental and
natural resources by optimizing the production of goods and materials besides energy flows.
The three main approaches structure the work on innovation ecosystems: the platform based-ecosystem
or digital ecosystem, the regional/local ecosystem, and the industrial ecosystem. In the literature, the difference
between the innovation ecosystem and the business ecosystem is not clear. Augusto et al., explain the
difference: the innovation ecosystem focuses on value creation, whereas the business ecosystem is about
capturing value [6]. Our study uses a cross-cutting approach that integrates both value creation and
value capture.
The platform-based ecosystem approach highlights mainly the role of digital platforms [35–37]. The
ecosystem is, therefore, an open and collaborative space built from various actors’ interactions around
a pivotal company or a keystone [38–40]. This ecosystem is structured around a multi-sided platform
with at least two main faces. The first one enables the leader, stakeholders, and peripheral players
or developers communities to design and develop complementary innovative products and services.
The second one facilitates the management, sale, or monetization of new products and services between
platform stakeholders and users or customers. Both sides favor exploiting data on the evolution of
customers’ behaviors, practices, and preferences. They ease up the continuous improvement of the
digital platform’s products and services. Digital platforms, therefore, foster complex and dynamic
interactions, complementarities, and automated transactions between a variety of players (customers,
developers, users, and suppliers).
The Regional/Local Ecosystem approach is an extension of Saxenian’s work, highlighting the territorial
or regional dimension in the dynamics of the innovation process [41]. These works point out the central
role of geographic proximity and interactions between actors and institutions in the development of
innovation processes [42,43]. Works on creative cities or creative ecosystems have made one of the most
relevant contributions. They place the same level of emphasis on formal and informal relationships,
institutions’ dynamics, and epistemic communities. These entities foster as well as exploration and
creativity or exploitation and development of new products or services [44–47]. According to these
works, the innovation ecosystem has three main components, which are in organic interaction:
(i)

The upperground. It is made up of stable, formal entities with a great capacity for exploitation,
development, and standardization (e.g., companies, universities, innovation agencies, public
institutions);
(ii) The underground: It is made up of talented, marginal or alternative elements, artists, informal
collectives, which essentially play a major role in the exploration and generation of new ideas;
(iii) The middleground, i.e., spaces, places, actors, and communities that connect the actors of the
underground and those of the upperground.
The performance of the innovation ecosystem therefore depends on the quality of the middleground
or the quality of the organic relationships between formal and informal entities.
The third approach is the industrial ecosystem connected to the industrial ecology field, as we
explained above [10]. The industrial ecosystem approach is the one that best embodies the ecological
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dimension and legitimizes the prefix “eco”. This approach is linked to a broader perspective of
sustainable development. This approach opposes a linear vision of material and energy flows. It relies
on the assumption of a "perfect industrial system", which minimizes its impact on the environment and
natural resources through cyclic or circular processes [48]. Within complex collaboration, heterogeneous
actors develop then innovation processes to
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

promote circular economy renewable energies, recycling products;
reduce drastically industrial, natural resources, and energy waste;
exploit local resources, intangible and cultural elements while taking into account their limits;
enhance the reproductive capacity and the conditions of the ecosystem renewal.

The diversity, cooperation, complementarities, and interdependence of the economics agents are
sources of flexibility, renewal and adaptability of this industrial system.
Torre and Zimmermann emphasized the ecological dimension as the main specificities to the
innovation framework [49]. The ecological dimension does not refer automatically to sustainable
development, but rather to sustainability. In a generic way, it is the taking into account of living beings
in their environment, their interactions, their adaptability, and their coevolution.
We, therefore, position our consideration on innovation ecosystems in an evolutionary sustainability
perspective. These are our research questions: From an evolutionary perspective, what theoretical
foundation(s) could justify the development of research on the innovation ecosystem concept face to
traditional theoretical frameworks on innovation systems and clusters? What are the main implications
for performance measures and sustainability conditions of innovation ecosystems? To answer these
questions, we revisit the “Panarchy” model, which describes the evolutionary nature of complex
adaptive systems and their sustainability [19].
3. Methodological Framework
In this paper, we follow in the footsteps of the innovation ecosystem as a complex adaptive
system characterized by complex (formal, informal, organic, or institutional) relationships between
heterogeneous actors, and by a mixed of top-down, bottom-up, and individual and collective initiatives
that promote and foster the development of new products and services, as well as the co-evolution of
heterogeneous players [20].
The adaptive cycle, Panarchy (Figure 1), describes the evolutionary process of complex adaptive
systems and ecosystems [19]. This adaptive cycle includes four recursive phases, without, however,
being deterministic. Namely, the reorganization phase, which will give rise to an exploitation phase, then
the conservation phase and the decline phase, due to shocks or external variability. Adaptive mechanisms
within the ecosystem will lead the ecosystem from a decline to a new reorganization phase.
These phases are different from phases describing the innovation ecosystem life cycle within the
management field [28]. However, the Panarchy model offers an original perspective for the innovation
ecosystem. Works on Panarchy rely on ecosystems sustainability, which is based on the ability to
continuously adapt so as to reach their equilibrium state or several equilibrium states when faced with
severe shocks and external variability [19].
The cycle is based on several important observations on natural ecosystems that echo the
innovation ecosystems. In this paper, we highlight three of them:
1-

2-

An ecosystem lifecycle is characterized by one or more equilibrium states. This (or these) state(s) of
equilibrium correspond(s) to the optimal situation when the functioning and outputs generation
of this ecosystem are maximal.
An ecosystem lifecycle is interrupted by episodes of shocks and unpredictable disturbances
with varying magnitudes that compromise these equilibrium states. These episodes of shock
induce uncertainties for the ecosystem’s future and constrain the ecosystem to activate adaptive
mechanisms so as to launch the reorganization phase. The reorganization phase will be followed by
the exploitation phase, which leads the ecosystem to regain its own, or another, equilibrium state.
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A duality determines an ecosystem’s sustainability. On the one hand, the stabilization forces
maintain productivity, the accumulation process, and the ecosystem efficiency. On the other hand,
the destabilizing forces are essential to foster resilience and generativity.

In this study, we apply the adaptive cycle hypotheses on innovation ecosystem dynamics. We use
the case of the dynamics of forests as natural ecosystems, as described in Gunderson and Holling’s
work [19]. It shows how these phases happen in practice when forests are submitted to forest fires.
After highlighting the key elements, we test these phases on the characteristics of two emblematic
cases of innovation ecosystems commonly studied in the literature: regional or local ecosystems and
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Finally, we highlight the implications for innovation ecosystem performance measures and
sustainability conditions.
4. Applying the Panarchy Model to the Main Cases of Innovation Ecosystems
In this paper, we start with the conservation phase because we believe it is more relevant to highlight
adaptation mechanisms. We do not describe the creation process or the innovation ecosystem, a topic
already much studied in the literature [28].
4.1. Conservation Phase
The so-called “conservation phase”, noted as K (Figure 1) [19], corresponds to the optimal situation
in the ecosystem dynamic in terms of performance, accumulation process, population size, as well as
materials and energy flows. In this phase, the growth rate is initially very low and eventually becomes
zero or declines. Connectivity between the different components is very high, which causes some
rigidity in the ecosystem. At this stage, the ecosystem becomes more and more fragile and vulnerable
to severe accidents and shocks because its resilience is weak.
In the case of a forest, trees reach maturity and the forest becomes very dense because of high
connectivity and proximity between forest components. Production and energy flows are at the top.
Nevertheless, this ecosystem is fragile. Dead leaves fall and some parts of trees and other plants
become sclerotic. The conjunction of this situation and external factors such as rising temperatures
during the summer period (drought leading to the evaporation of the water contained in plant tissues
and to twigs and grass drying up) exposes this ecosystem to fire risks.
In the lifecycle of an innovation ecosystem, this phase relates to the maturity or leadership phase [28].
In the case of a regional innovation ecosystem, this phase is characterized by the maximum exploitation
of a technological cycle, hyper-specialization, a high level of connectivity between actors, and an
appropriate institutional environment. Those conditions foster the development and performance
of this innovation ecosystem. The ecosystem then gets a competitive advantage over its competitors
through cost or differentiation advantages. However, at the end of this phase, the technological waves
that have supported the competitiveness of the innovation ecosystem are running out of steam. Even
though incremental innovations are important, they can no longer generate permanent value creation
for this innovation ecosystem. Relationships are becoming more and more formal and hierarchical.
Firms and organizations might become bureaucratic and rigid or “locked into the patterns of traditional
and vertically-integrated industrial structure” [41]. While the logic of specialization leads to exploiting
a unique set of skills and technologies, they can, over time, cause a lock-in phenomenon. Institutions
that fostered a business-friendly environment for exploiting the current technological waves might
become inappropriate for generating a new technological paradigm. As a result, the innovation
ecosystem may find itself in a hyperspecialization trap, institutional and structural rigidity, or lock-in.
While this ecosystem resilience is low, a wave of creative destruction or market changes can, at any
time, disrupt this ecosystem and lead it towards a phase of decline, as Schumpeter pointed out [50].
In the conservation phase, the platform-based ecosystem is in a leadership and competitive
advantage position over competitors. Orchestration and complementarities between stakeholders are
optimal. The platform has reached its critical mass, value creation, and growth [51]. The two main
faces are very well structured, and the platform is running at full speed to design and manufacture
new products and services. At the end of this phase, however, growth slows down. The influence of
the leader or the keystone firm is weakening due to the wide range of actors whose interactions are
increasingly complex. To optimize its influence, the keystone firm repositions its activity on its core
business and develops more and more formal relationships and institutionalized interactions in order
to safeguard its own growth. These strategies will have negative consequences for the growth of the
whole platform ecosystem, thereby increasing its vulnerability (see Table 1) [52].
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Table 1. Conservation phase.
Ecosystems

Equilibrum Situation

Main
Characteristics

Internal Vulnerabilities

Indicators of
Efficiency

Forest
ecosystem

Maximum accumulation
Maximum population
Optimal functioning of material
and energy flows

Production ++++
Connectedness
++++
Complementarities
++++
Resilience +

Tree maturity
Dead leaves tanks
Sclerosis of fragments of
trees and other plants

Optimal functioning
of material and
energy flows

Regional
ecosystem

Maximum exploitation of a
technological cycle
Adequate institutional
framework
Very strong connectivity
between actors with formal and
institutionalized relationships
Optimal allocation of resources
Hyper-specialization

Rigid, hierarchical
organization
Bureaucracy
Hyper-specialization
Path dependency

Competitiveness
Attractiveness

Platformbased
ecosystem

Market leader position
Optimal layout around
Keystone firms and stakeholders
High complementarities
between actors
High attractiveness

+ Weak

Competitiveness
++++
Connectedness
++++
Complementarities
++++
Resilience +

++ Medium

+++ High

Too many stakeholders
Decrease of Keystone firms
influence
Optimization and refocusing
on core activities and
profitable niches

Value creation and
value-capture
Competitiveness
Attractiveness

++++ Very High.

4.2. Decline Phase
The decline phase is characterized by the situation where an external (or endogenous) event
disturbs the initial equilibrium state of the ecosystem. It is noted as Ω (Figure 1) [19].
In a forest ecosystem, the trigger event could be accidental: the occurrence of lightning, dry
thunderstorms, or anthropic fires. [19]. This situation occurs when the conditions within this forest
enable a small local fire to spread quickly enough to start a forest fire that can devastate hundreds
or thousands of hectares (as was the case in Australia and the Amazon in 2019). Actually, strong
destabilizing feedbacks occur between disturbing elements (lightning, dry storms, or small anthropic
fire), established aggregates (mature forest trees, leaves, and dry grass), and other surrounding
conditions (the oxygen in the air). The conjunction of these elements is sufficient to provide enough
activation energy to torch the entire forest. This fire could hardly have spread if the forest had
been very sparse. Forest vulnerability is due to population density and close proximity between the
elements. The ecosystem then gets into a crisis situation where connections are broken and regulatory
mechanisms weakened. This is the phase when the conditions for chaotic behavior are met.
This phase is related to the first step of the “renewal” phase for innovation ecosystems [28].
Consequently, the main disruptive elements are new technological and market changes, components
of the creative destruction process.
In the case of a regional innovation ecosystem, this phase corresponds to the moment when industrial
change and disruptive innovation disturb the technical status quo of existing technological and
economic paradigms to generate new ones. This disruptive transformation process is inherent to
the lifecycle of the regional innovation ecosystem and clusters. As a result, it destroys the value
capture of well-established firms and organizations generated by a monopoly or oligopoly position
associated with previous technological paradigms. This process submits the innovation ecosystem to
uncertainties. This situation questions both orchestration and the position of dominants and periphery
actors [53]. Control and regulation mechanisms are weakened, institutional and social boundaries
dividing firms, as well as trust and confidence, break down. The survival of the ecosystem relies on
adaptation mechanisms, new combinations, and organizational and institutional change [41]. Here
are the most frequent indicators of these crises: delocalization of industrial activities and firms, sharp
declines of foreign investment, loss of competitiveness.
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During the decline phase, the stakeholders of platform-based ecosystems experience a structural drop
in their sales and in the capture of economic value. This situation may be due to the emergence of their
market niches and core business of other platforms using better digital technologies or offering higher
quality services at lower costs. It could also be explained by the value aspiration created by actors
in very peripheral positions who are in connection with the core of a competing or complementary
platform. This structural drop in profits can also result from the capture of value by a set of platforms
on neighboring market niches. The platform-based ecosystem then risks disintegration. The actors and
stakeholders who provided complementary services and products can leave the platform to create their
own platforms or be plugged in other competing or complementary platforms [51]. A large proportion
of users or customers have gone. The platform is in a hemorrhage and great-uncertainty situation.
The adaptation of this ecosystem relies on the leader’s and the remaining stakeholders’ ability to find
other development pathways. It depends on their capacity to appropriate new digital technologies that
could make their offer more attractive. Adaptation could also mean to completely change their market
niches or their initial core business. It is also the ability to stop the hemorrhage caused by the ongoing
departure of users and stakeholders and to build confidence and a healthy environment. Even the
leader’s position could change.
To cope with these shocks and ensure their survival, a reorganization process must be initiated,
whether in a platform-based ecosystem or a regional innovation ecosystem. This is the reorganization
phase of the adaptive cycle (see Table 2).
Table 2. Decline phase
Ecosystems

Decline Situation

Main
Characteristics

Shock Activators

Indicators of
Efficiency

Forest
ecosystem

Forest fire

Production +
Connectedness +
Complementarities +
Resilience +++

Temperature rises
Drought
Fire from natural or
anthropic origin

Resilience:
Resistance to chocks

Regional
ecosystem

Technological disruption
Drop of competitiveness
Mass layoffs
Relocation of companies

Platformbased
ecosystem

Technological disruption
Decline in value creation

+ Weak

Competitiveness +
Connectedness +
Complementarities +
Resilience +++

++ Medium

+++High

Creative destruction due to
the rise of new technological
waves
Evolution of the competitive
context
Rise of competing platforms
Aspiration of value by
complementary platforms
Emergence of more efficient
digital technologies

Resilience:
Resistance to drop of
competitiveness and
value creation

++++ Very High.

4.3. Reorganization Phase
The reorganization phase, noted as α (Figure 1) [19], relates to the phase when the ecosystem
turns to these residual resources and its regenerative capacity. This adaptive process relies on species
that were not destroyed during the previous shock phase and can, therefore, survive within these
new and harsh environmental conditions. This reorganization phase also relies on the emergence
or expansion of so-called pioneer species or organisms that are beginning to take advantage of the
uncertain environment.
As regards the forest ecosystem, the main adaptation actors are species coming from germinating
seeds stored in seed banks accumulated from the past, as well as branches and tree trunks not consumed
by the forest fire. The impact of the wind or birds or other animals can also bring them in [54]. They
can come from the nutrients unconfined by organic matter decomposition or seed banks established
in the soil. Diversity is essential for the reorganization process. Pioneer species might be varieties
that were not widely represented or actively involved in previous conservation phases. They could
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even lay dormant and re-emerge after the decline phase to allow the ecosystem to adapt to future
unforeseen external changes. As internal connectivity to the ecosystem is weak, pioneer species are
very much influenced by external variability, both as opportunities to exploit and as constraints to bear.
As a result, individuals and communities adapt to live in and exploit the opportunities of a variable
environment with harsh and extreme conditions. They develop new combinations and relationships in
order to reinforce each other. The future begins to be more predictable and less guided by uncertain
forces independent from ecosystem control. This phase lays the foundations for the exploitation phase.
The reorganization phase is equivalent to the end of the renewal phase in an innovation ecosystem
lifecycle. This phase is characterized mainly by the exploration, co-creation, regeneration, and
restructuring of an innovation ecosystem. Works describing this phase are not many in the literature
on innovation ecosystems.
In the case of a regional innovation ecosystem, this phase highlights the need for a creative class
and diverse, pioneer actors within this ecosystem [55]. Individual or collective actions to explore and
experiment novelties and new concepts become essential. The regulation processes and economic
policies should be adapted to this transition and transformation period to achieve better change
management. Disruptive innovations are developing from pre-existing technological niches [56].
Actors, companies, and organizations that will expand in this phase are mainly pioneer actors and
risk-takers, who are able to deal with external variability (appropriating the new technological waves,
adapting to the new competitive context) and the new conditions prevailing within the innovation
ecosystem. This is a business-friendly environment for start-ups, spin-offs, and business angels
development driven by a pioneering spirit. As a result, reorganizing the innovation ecosystem fosters
the development of new products and services, new business models, new markets designed to create
and capture economic value. Successful initiatives and success stories will recreate the confidence
necessary for effective cooperation, collaboration, and the clustering process. The whole environment
will gradually become more accommodating and more predictable. These pioneering behaviors foster
new combinations and more complex relationships around new technologies or the exploitation of
new markets. As the environment is more reliable, the exploitation phase can follow.
During the reorganization phase, a platform-based ecosystem is involved in a realignment and
repositioning process in order to generate new innovative products or services and new complementary
goods. The leader and stakeholders re-design or reinvent their value chain, attract new developer
communities, and identify new business opportunities. This could happen through the appropriation
of new digital technologies. Peripheral actors and users and developers’ communities can make up
a stock of new ideas or new concepts, which could allow reorganizing the platform. Routines are
changing. Actors’ positions in the ecosystem are also changing. Actors in the periphery position could
move up at the heart of the platform or even become a leader. In this phase, former customers or users
are reassured and find it worth staying. New stakeholders and new communities rejoin the former
ones to create communities of interest, sharing a common vision. Coherence emerges, although not yet
stabilized, the platform-based ecosystem is sufficient to enable stakeholders to move forward together
in a new innovation process, a new trajectory, or the exploitation of a new business model.
This renewal process depends on the ability of this ecosystem to take into account changes in
behaviors, to integrate new knowledge, to appropriate new technologies, or to adapt to new market
conditions. A co-evolution process then begins, which will shape the final reconfiguration of the
ecosystem (see Table 3).
4.4. Exploitation Phase
This phase, denoted as r (Figure 1) [19], relates to the phase when the growth-rate of the ecosystem
is higher. The winning species are growing. The pioneer species may not necessarily become the winning
species, but they create conditions for the exploitation phase by the winning species. New players
emerge to strengthen the ecosystem. The environment is healthier, and the future becomes more
predictable. Uncertain forces less guide the future of the ecosystem. Connectivity between species
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is intensifying. A complex relationship between cooperation and competition takes place, as well as
self-organized relationships.
Table 3. Reorganization phase.
Situation

Main
Characteristics

Internal and External
Elements of Re-Generativity

Indicators of Efficiency

Forest
ecosystem

Mobilization of residual
resources
Development and
expansion of pioneer
species

Production ++
New
Combinations ++++
New
Complementarities
++++
Resilience++++

Expansion of so-called pioneer
organisms or species
Ability of pioneer species to
live and exploit opportunities
in a harsh and extreme
environment
Arrivals of other exogenous
species

Resilience: Regeneration
speed

Regional
ecosystem

Reorganization,
restructuration
Mobilization of
technological niches
Exploitation of creative
class and underground
actors
Rise of pioneer actors

Ecosystems

Platformbased
ecosystem

Competitiveness ++
New Combinations
++++
New
Complementarities
++++
Resilience++++

Realignment and
repositioning of actors
Mobilization of
communities of users and
peripheral or external
developers communities

+ Weak

++ Medium

Incubation system
Creative class
Middleground artefact and
Underground actors
Exploration and
experimentation initiatives
Development of the start-up
spirit
Arrivals of exogenous actors
and risk-takers
New innovation policies
Re-design of new products
and services
Reinventing the value
proposition and the market
target
Attraction of new developer
communities
Reconfiguration of the
platform and repositioning of
stakeholders

+++High

Resilience:
Speed in the
appropriation of
emerging technological
waves (digital), the
deployment of
technological niches, the
rearrangement of players
and the development of
new markets

++++ Very High.

In a forest ecosystem, at the exploitation phase, shrubs are in full development, and so is
biodiversity. This ecosystem attracts exogenous species (e.g., insects, birds) that find favorable
conditions to their development. Soils are improving, thanks to the decomposition of organic matter.
Microclimatic variability is moderated by vegetation. Material and energy flows are becoming more
and more secure. This results in a system of complex relationships, cooperation, mutualization,
symbiosis, but also competition. As phase r progresses, the accumulation of nutrients and biomass
becomes more and more closely linked to the existing vegetation, preventing other competitors from
using them. Ecosystem connectivity increases with clustering processes.
In a regional innovation ecosystem, the exploitation phase relates to the phase generating increasing
returns to scale, the exploitation of one or more new technological field(s), or new markets. The
ecosystem is running at full speed. The institutional context fosters more and more innovations.
Even a small incremental innovation leads to strong value creation. During this phase, the return on
investment is very high. The development of complex relationships leads to a more efficient ecosystem
by minimizing transaction costs and operations rationalization. Orchestrators emerge to improve
the coherency of the ecosystem. Confidence is at its highest level, technical skills are developing,
and markets are growing. This ecosystem is becoming very attractive for investors, talent, and
entrepreneurs. Over time, competitive processes will create new monopoly and oligopoly situations,
which harm the ecosystem diversity. Indeed, this situation will have consequences for newcomers and
innovations: fewer opportunities to emerge, despite their potential superiority [57,58]. This is the start
of the conservation phase.
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Regarding the platform-based ecosystem; at this phase, the platform is almost completely
reformatted with the two main faces and the keystone firm. The core business and target market are
very well-identified. On the innovation side, the first partners and developer groups are developing
organic relationships and complementarities with the leader or new leaders. However, strategies
to attract other developer communities are still operating. Old and new communities constitute
a new community of destiny [1,28]. Identifying the core business provides immense opportunities for
developing complementary and interdependent products and services. On the management or sales
sides, the early loyal customers and the first new users will form the new market target. The evolution of
preferences is captured by users’ and consumers’ data, which become the main factor of the innovation
process. Now, it is all about attracting other customers and users. Harmonizing faces, once stabilized,
becomes the main driver of the whole ecosystem. The platform can then develop expansion strategies
and new value propositions through the development of a number of features. It can be a system
of customer recommendations or rating, decentralized quality control, search engines, user-friendly
access to the platform and a notification system that allows reaching other users who are connected to
their customers on social networks [41].
The exploitation phase can lead to a new phase of maturity or conservation (see Table 4).
Table 4. Exploitation phase.
Ecosystems

Situation

Main
Characteristics

Exploitive Elements

Indicators of
Efficiency

Forest
ecosystem

Expansion of so-called
winning species
Development of networks
and complex cooperation
between species
Harmonization of energy
and material flows

Production +++
Connectedness +++
Complementarities
+++
Resilience ++

Expansion of so-called winning
species
Development of complex
relationships, cooperation,
mutualization, and symbiosis
process

Growth rate

Regional
ecosystem

Exploitation of new
technological waves and
new market conditions
Development of complex
networks and cooperation
Emergence of
orchestrating
actors/organization

Platformbased
ecosystem

Exploitation of new
business model, new
digital technologies, new
pools of customers or users
Harmonization of the
multi-faces of the platform
Strong feed-back between
Communities of
developers and
communities of users

Competitiveness +++
Connectedness +++
Complementarities
+++
Resilience ++

Business incubation and
acceleration system
Innovation policies for
strengthening business
clusterization process and complex
relationships between actors
Development of unicorns and firms
with strong capacity to exploit new
technological paradigm

Growth rate
Increasing returns
of Innovation

Development of Common destiny
community between keystone firms,
stakeholders, peripheral developers,
users and consumers of the
renewed platform

5. Discussion
The adaptive cycle, called Panarchy, provides an evolutionary and sustainability perspective,
which is truly relevant to the innovation ecosystem concept and its main application. Operationally, this
evolutionary vision already provides valuable tools for policy-makers and economic actors for better
innovation policy implementation and innovation-related collective actions, or individual initiatives,
as well.
First, this perspective shows that the dynamics of an innovation ecosystem relies on its adaptation
capacity, which is mainly governed by two main dual functions. The first is the exploitation function,
which maximizes value creation and value capture from a competitiveness perspective. The second is
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the generativity function, which maximizes creativity, invention, and exploration in a resilience and
adaptation perspective.
The most obvious manifestation of the exploitation function could be seen during two phases
of the Panarchy model: the exploitation phase and the conservation phase (maturity or leadership).
These are characterized by cooperative and competitive strategies between a set of diverse actors
in a business-friendly institutional context. They foster innovation processes or the exploitation of
technological waves or market opportunities [20]. These phases prioritize growth and competitiveness
due to the mastery of existing technological paradigms and market conditions. Here are the main
performance indicators: growing returns from innovation, attractiveness, and value creation or
value-capture [6]. This performance results from optimal allocation of resources, business-friendly
institutions, complementarities, and complex relationships between actors, as well as maximum
exploitation of one or more current technological cycles. The co-evolutionary trend depends, therefore,
on a predictable context and a probable future.
Nevertheless, works on innovation ecosystems, as well as works on clusters and innovation
systems, point out such favorable conditions that could foster innovation processes leading to
competitiveness [5,6,13,16,41,59–61]. As a result, while fundamental, these ideas could not have
a critical added value in the literature on the innovation process because they have already been
studied and deepened by works on innovation systems and clusters. However, interactions between
heterogeneous actors in a given institutional context meant to exploit technological waves and market
conditions, even through the innovation process, could lead to the lock-in phenomenon [62].
This lock-in phenomenon may be the result of hyper-specialization, institutional and structural
rigidity, and path-dependency [63,64]. In this situation, policies for clusters reinforcement and strategies
for strengthening cooperation between actors are no longer sufficient to ensure sustainable performance.
This ecosystem sustainability, therefore, depends on another force, which is part of its adaptive capacity:
autopoiesis or generativity.
Here, we point out one of the main criticisms of the clusters works carried out by the advocates
of the innovation ecosystem concept, which at the same time sheds light on the contribution of
the ecosystem works resulting from ecological and sustainability perspective: the quasi-absence of
cluster-specific mechanisms to avoid the lock-in phenomenon, as well as institutional and structural
rigidity [65]. Without regeneration mechanisms, lock-in and institutional and structural rigidity could
turn into a trap that prevents cluster renewal and could prove fatal to the cluster or the regional
innovation system. This is what Saxenian observed in her study on the Route 128 regional innovation
system [41]. Furthermore, while works on innovation systems dynamics do exist, their conceptual
frameworks do not ontologically incorporate regenerative mechanisms. They are based essentially on
institutionalist and interactionist points of view on innovation processes [56,66].
Generativity or autopoiesis is the second major function that governs the adaptive capacity
of innovation ecosystems as a social system [67]. It is particularly obvious during the decline
and reorganization phases. These phases are characterized by a situation of great uncertainty and
unforeseen crises. The objective of the innovation ecosystem is no longer to increase productivity gains
or competitiveness. The ecosystem’s performance is, therefore, its resilience. It relies on its speed in
appropriating emerging technological waves and in adjusting actors’ behaviors to market changes [19].
It also depends on the ability to build new value creation patterns. Reinforcing innovation ecosystem
resilience requires creativity, invention, exploration, and exploiting diversity.
Cohendet et al. explain that this autopoiesis is essentially based on the underground, namely, talented
elements, artists, peripheral actors, and informal communities [45]. Florida describes the crucial role of
the creative class in exploring alternative pathways of value creation [55]. For platform-based ecosystems,
generativity relies mainly on substantial feedbacks between keystone firms, main stakeholders, and
communities of users or peripheral developers. Within the research system, this could arouse alternative
research to the dominant paradigm. For the technological system, this could give rise to technological
niches or communities of engineers working in their garages or third-places [56,68]. These peripheral
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or alternative elements are important for the resilience of the innovation ecosystem. In addition to
diversity, the pioneering actors foster new combinations as well as experimenting and testing new
pathways. Epistemic communities can be the bearers of collective action in this situation of weak ties
and informal relationships [47]. Business incubators can facilitate individual high-risk initiatives by
fostering start-up development. Nevertheless, firms’ absorptive capacity also remains fundamental [69].
During the decline and reorganization phases, actors’ coevolution becomes more complex due to
the highly turbulent context, which even destabilizes established institutions. The reorganization of
the ecosystem, a consequence of its generativity or autopoiesis, also relies on artefacts or “actants”
that facilitate the circulation, testing, and exploitation of new ideas, new inventions . . . [70,71]. These
artefacts or “actants” also foster the appropriation of a new exogenous technological wave. They
can prove to be places, platforms, spaces, and events that enable organic connections and interaction
between research and industry, actors in the underground and those in the upperground, keystone firms,
the main stakeholders of the platform, and users or peripheral developers communities [45,47,72].
These meetings are decisive for transitioning from ideas to concepts and from concepts to the success
stories of pioneering initiatives that support the emergence of new innovation pathways.
These two major functions, exploitation and generativity or autopoiesis are obviously in tension,
but determine both the resilience and competitiveness of the innovation ecosystem [73,74]. The
performance of an innovation ecosystem is based on its ability to cope with these opposing or
contradictory functions. It depends on the coexistence and best use, at an appropriate time, of the
generative capacity and the exploitative capacity. It also depends on the capability of promoting
tight and loose relationships between actors, collective (co-creation, co-design, co-development,
and open innovation) and individual initiatives, openness logic (control of external variability)
and use of its singularity, coherence and chaos initiatives, well-planned strategies, together with
improvisation or spontaneity, as well as top-down and bottom-up initiatives. Furthermore, the
performance of an innovation ecosystem relies on the coexistence of actors with different profiles:
pioneers, consolidators, non-conformists, revolutionaries, leaders, and orchestrators [45].
While the coexistence of opposing forces is decisive for an innovation ecosystem performance and
sustainability, the two functions cannot be maximized simultaneously. Actually, maximizing all of
these forces together could damage the existence of this innovation ecosystem. These functions can
only be maximized sequentially, as happens in natural ecosystems [19]. The optimization of a function
depends on this ecosystem context and dynamics. In decline and reorganization phases, the obvious
step is to optimize the generativity function. However, during the exploitation and conservation
phases, the innovation ecosystem performance could result from the optimization of the exploitation
function. Nevertheless, from a time perspective, the performance of an ecosystem depends on its
ability to adapt quickly to an exogenous or endogenous shock and on remaining in an exploitation
phase as long as possible. For an ecosystem, the risk is to lose one of these two pivots at the core of its
ambidexterity [73]. Both functions determine the innovation ecosystem sustainability.
This analysis shows the advantage of revisiting the Panarchy model to consolidate the framework
on innovation ecosystems and to highlight its relevance. The adaptive cycle developed within the
framework of the “Panarchy” then becomes a relevant theoretical point if one is to understand—from
an evolutionary and sustainability perspective—the ontological singularity of the framework of
“innovation ecosystems” compared to more traditional theoretical frameworks on innovation systems
and clusters.
6. Conclusions
While technological cycles get shorter in the digital era, volatile world economy, and globalization,
adaptation issues are becoming increasingly critical. Today, economic agents find themselves at the
crossroads of major challenges: the digital revolution (e.g., AI, blockchain, Industry 4.0), climate
change, ecological and energy transitions, and the demographic transition. Furthermore, in a context
of uncertainties and accelerating transformations, it becomes crucial to be able to build a path in
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uncertainty. Adaptation is, therefore, key for any firm and organization. It is obvious that, as a result,
policy-makers and economic agents are looking for relevant frameworks or tools to enable them to be
both competitive and resilient. Therefore, the innovation ecosystem framework proves to be relevant
because it offers conceptual and operational tools, able to address both resilience and competitiveness
through adaptation capacity. Adaptation implies the co-evolution of actors, institutions, networks, and
knowledge. Revisiting the Panarchy model has enabled us to depict these fundamental properties
and features of innovation ecosystems. The whole point of the innovation ecosystem framework is
to provide economic actors and policy-makers who will avoid institutional and structural rigidity
and technological lock-in. Moreover, the innovation ecosystem framework equips policymakers and
practitioners to shorten decline situations caused by technological and market changes and to move
toward reorganization and new exploitation phases. However, we do not assert that the four phases of
the adaptive cycle are predetermined. An exploitative phase can even give rise to another exploitation
phase. We only highlight properties and mechanisms, which foster the permanent adaptation of the
innovation ecosystem to technological and market changes. We also point out which public policies
and strategies are relevant according to the dynamics of an innovation ecosystem.
Future works on innovation ecosystems would be well advised to focus on dynamic, ecological,
and evolutionary perspectives, which make it possible to model and capture the adaptation mechanisms
of innovation ecosystems. Indeed, the innovation ecosystem framework and its contribution to the
scientific literature on innovation processes cannot be fully understood without an evolutionary and
sustainability perspective.
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publish the results.
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